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OBSTRUCTIONS TO EMBEDDING tz-MANIFOLDS IN (2« - l)-MANIFOLDS

BY

J. W. MAXWELL(l)

ABSTRACT.  Suppose  f: (Mn, dM" ) —>(Q 2n ' \ dQ 2" ' 1 )  is a proper PL

map between PL manifolds  M" and   Q   " ~     of dimension   zz  and  2n — 1  respec-

tively, M compact.    J. F. P. Hudson has shown that associated with each such

map / that is an embedding on  dM is an element   a (f)  in   H .(M ; Z y)  when  n

is odd and an element  p(f)  in   H .(/Vi;  Z)  when   n   is even.    These elements are

invariant under a homotopy relative to  dM.   We show that, under slight additional

assumptions on  M, Q and /,  / is homotopic to an embedding if and only if  a(f) =

0  for  zz odd and  p(/) = 0  for  n  even.    This result is used to give a sufficient

condition for extending an embedding  /:    dM"—> dB   " ~       (B denotes

(2rz-l)-dimensional ball) to an embedding   F :   (M", dM")—>(B2n ~l, dB2"~]).

In [3] Hudson describes for each proper map /: (M", dM")^(Qq, dOq) which

is an embedding on  dM  an element  a (/) in  H (M; Z ) when  tz  is odd and

an element ß(f) in H2n _ (M; Z) when n is even. In [3] it is shown that a(f)

is invariant under a homotopy relative to dM and in [2] the necessary lemmas are

proven to show  ß(f) is invariant under a homotopy relative to dM.

The following is the main theorem:

Theorem  1.    // M"  is compact, connected and orientable, Q      "     is simply

connected, n >  4, and f^: ü2 (M)—» I7.2 (Q )  is onto, then f is homotopic relative

to dM to an embedding if and only if a(/) = 0 when  n  is odd and ßif) = 0 when

n  is even.

Theorem 1 is used to ptove

Theorem 2.    Suppose  M"  is a compact, connected, orientable, n-manifold,

dM/ 0,   77 >  4 and f: (AT, dM") — ÍB2" " \ dB2"'1) is a proper map with f\dM"

an embedding.    If  i^ : HxidM) —> HxiM)  is the zero map using  Z coefficients

when n is even and Z    coefficients when n  is odd, then f\dM extends to an

embedding.

In [A], one finds a counterexample to Theorem 2 if the hypothesis on   z'^ :

HxidM)-> HxiM) is omitted.
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I.

Lemma 1.    Suppose  M"  is a compact n-manifold, n > A,  Q is a  (2n—l)-

manifold and j: (M, dM)—> (Q, dQ)  is a proper,  PL general position map that is an

embedding on dM.    Then f is homotopic relative to dM to a PL map g: (M, dM)—>

(Q, dQ)  such that  5.(g)  is the union of a collection of pairwise disjoint simple

closed curves each of which is contained in the interior of M.

Proof. Without loss of generality one can assume that / is actually an em-

bedding on a neighborhood of dM [3, p. 174]. Now use a small general position

shift relative to dM to homotope  / to a new map /    with the following properties:

(1) f'\dM = f\dM,

(2) dimS,(/')<  1  and S2(f')CM,

(3) if /  is a triangulation of S Af  ), /   is a homogenous 1-complex.

Properties (1) and (2) are standard general position arguments and property
o

(3) follows from the fact that  S2(f') C M  and the fact that intersection between

the interiors of the top dimensional simplexes is transverse [l].   In fact  S ' (f )

is a one-dimensional manifold without boundary consisting entirely of nice double

points.   S2(f ) — S    (/ ) consists of a finite number of points which "close off"

the noncompact components of S2 (f ).   These are the branch points of S2(f ) and

if all of the branch points are nice branch points then  S Af') is a closed one-di-

mensional manifold and thus a collection of simple closed curves.   Therefore, it

is the branch points that are limit points for more than one pair of lines of double

points that prevent /   from serving as the required map g.    The necessary altera-

tions to /   to eliminate all the horrid  points are described for the case of a single

horrid point  p that is a limit point for two pairs of rays of double points.   The

more general case can be handled in an analogous way.   Triangulations and sim-

plicial notation are omitted as they only serve to complicate a simple idea.

Let  D"  and  D  " ~     denote regular neighborhoods of p and / ' (p) which are

tz- and  (2n — l)-dimensional balls respectively.   They are chosen through triangula-

tions of M  and  Q  which guarantee f\ D": (Dn, dD") -+(D2" ~ \ dD2" ~ l) is a

proper map.   Let  À    and Aj   denote one pair of arcs in  D"  such that  /(A.) =

fi\'x) with  \x n  dD" = bv   X[ n  dD" = b{, and one has  A} n \[ = p.    Let  A-,

and  À2   be the other pair of arcs identified by  / with  A, F\ dD" = b      A' n dD" =

b2   and  A2 O A2 = p.    Now join   b x  to  b x    by an  arc   a in  dD" that misses   b-.

and b'2 .   Then  f (a) is a simple closed cutve in  dD2" ~ \   Since  tz >  4, one can
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span f(a.) by an embedded disk A in  dD  " ~     using general position and insure

that it misses fib A.   Now take regular neighborhoods  S and  T of  a and A in

D" and D  " ~     respectively so that /   | S : (S, dS) —> (T, r9T)  is a proper map.   S

and  T are n- and (2tz— l)-dimensional balls respectively.   Furthermore, letting

Sj  and   T,   be the regular neighborhoods of a and  A  in dD"  and dD deter-

mined by S  and  T,   f   \ S  : (S , dS ) —> (T,, dT A is a proper map and  S    and  T

ate  (tz — 1)- and  (2n — 2)-dimensional balls respectively.     If S2 = c\(dS-SA  and

T 2 = cl (dT -T A, where   cl  denotes closure, then f'\S- (S 2, dS A —> (T2, dT A

is also a proper map with dS. = dS2,   dT. = r9T2  and 5?  and  T2  are  (?z — 1)- and

(2t2 — 2)-dimensional balls respectively.   Now one forgets the map /   on  D".

Since /   | dS2  is an embedding of dS2   into  dT2, extend f'\dS2  to an embedding

g2-(S2, dS2)—AT2, dTA.   Then letting gi=/   \S,,   g,   and  g2  together define

a map (g, U g A of  dS into dT with  (g, U g2) (dS) containing a single point of

intersection.    Extend  (g. U  g-,)    conewise to a map g    of S  into   T.    Now g2  and

/ ' | cl (dD" -Sx) extend conewise to a map g " of cl (Dn - S)  into  cl (D2n " ' - T)

similar to g    on  5.    Letting

/'       on   M- D",

g"       on   Dn-S

gives a map that has replaced p  by two nice branch points.   Clearly a finite repe-

tition of this step will change any map /   to the required map g.    Since each step
o

in the change will be on the interior of a ball in M, / is homotopic to g relative

to  dM.

Remark.   The components that make up the singular set of the map constructed

in Lemma 1 can be divided into three types.

Type 1.   Those circles  2 that are folded about two points;  i.e., Br(/| 2) =

U, b\.
Type 2.   Those pairs of circles which are identified by f.

Type 3.   Those circles  2 such that f\ 2  is the double covering map of f(2).

Suppose /: (Mn, dM) —> (0 2n ~ l, dQ)  is a PL general position map, 0  is

oriented and  C is a component of  S2(f) of type  1 with  b  a branch point of f\C.

Triangulating so that / is simplicial, one can find regular neighborhoods   P  and

R  of  b and /(b) respectively, such that  ¡\ P: P—> R  is a proper map.   Now   P=i

B" and  R=^B .   Let   R  be oriented with the orientation induced from the

orientation of  0  and orient   P  (if M  is otiented, the orientation for   P  is the one

induced by the orientation of  ,M).   Now suppose  n is odd.

Definition  1.    The sign of the branch point  b  is the self-intersection number

of f(dP)  in  dR.
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Note the sign of a branch is independent of the patticular orientation given

P  since switching the orientation on  dP does not change the self-intersection

numbet of f(dP)  in dR.

In the case that  tz  is even, the sign of a branch point is undefined since in-

teisection numbers are skew-commutative in this case which makes the self-inter-

section number of f(dP) meaningless.   Suppose, however, that  p.   and p7   ate the

points of dP  suchthat fipx) = fip2).   Let  B"_ \  ß" " 1   and   B2" ~ 2  denote ball

neighborhoods of p., p2 and  f (p A respectively with  B,   and  B2  having orienta-

tions induced from the orientation of dP  and  B,   having orientation induced from

dR.    If  ß    # ß2  denotes the intersection number of  B.   with  B,, then  B. # B? =

-(B2 # B,).   The following lemma shows the effect of having a global orientation

for M" on the signs of the branch points when  n  is odd.

Lemma 2.    Suppose  M"  is an oriented n-manifold, n  odd, and Q  is an oriented

(2tz - l)-manifold.   If f : (Mn, dM") -> (Q2n ~l, dQ2"'1) is a proper, PL general
o

position map with a component  C in S?(f)  of type 1, C C M" with the two branch

points of C being denoted by  b.   and b?, then (sign b .) = -(sign b2).

A detailed proof of this is omitted.   It follows from the fact that a regular

° • l 1
neighborhood of  C in  M is homeomorphic to S    x B"      .   This fact together with

the definition of sign of a branch point shows that  b     and  è     must have opposite

signs.

Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 which follow are taken from [l].   Lemma 3 is just

Hudson's Lemma 10 with  t = 1  and  K just a point, and Lemma 4 is just Hudson's

Lemma 25 with  t = 1.   The proofs have been omitted.

Lemma 3.    Suppose that there are nondegenerate PL maps

f: B" — B2"-1,       h:\0\xB1 -, fS2f

such that f is regular at the boundary, h  is a homeomorphism, and if S   f n

r9B2" _1) = hidB1)-   Then if n >  A, there are PL maps

/' : B" -» B2"-1,        h' : IxdB1-* f'S2f'

such that f    is regular at the boundary, h As a homeomorphism,

/' | dB"-/ | dB",       h' ISOix dB1 a h\\0\xdBl

and h '(¡l! x dB  )  is two branch points of f' of opposite sign when n  is odd.

Lemma 4.   Suppose that f : B"—> B  " is a PL map, regular at the boundary

and having no horrid locus, and that h : dl x ß   —» fSf is a PL homeomorphism

such that  (fS2f O r9ß2*- l) = h (dl x \a\) where  dB1 = \a, b\, and /  Br / =

hidl x \b\).    If n  is even and > 4; or if n  is odd and > A and f has two branch
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points of opposite sign, then there is a PL map f ': Bn—> B  "~     regular at the

boundary with  S J   consisting entirely of nice double points, and a PL homeomor-

phism b  : I x \a\—>f'SJ' suchthat

/' | dB" = / | dB",       h' I idl x {«}) = h | (dI x ¡a!).

In order to shorten the hypothesis in the lemmas in the remainder of this sec-

tion the following will be referred to as the standard hypothesis:

M" is a compact, connected, orientable, ?z-manifold with

tz > 4, and 0 "~ is a simply connected, (2tz - l)-manifold;

/ : (M, d\\) —» (0, dQ) is a proper PL map with f \dM an embedding.

Lemma 5.    Suppose  M, 0 and f fit the standard hypothesis.    Then   f   is

homotopic relative to dM to a PL map g:  (M, d.M) —> ÍQ, dQ) such that  S2(g)  con-

sists of a single component of type 1.

Proof.    By using Lemma 1, one can suppose that / is a nondegenerate, PL
o

map such that  S -.(f) CM and further that  S Af)  consists of a finite collection of

simple closed curves, hereafter referred to as circles.   Recall that the circles of

SAf) divided into three types.   The plan is to eliminate the circles of type 2

and type 3 by introducing additional components of type 1.   Then one can "join

up" all the components of S~(f) to a single circle folded at two branch points.

Case 1.   Suppose  2.   and 22  are two circles identified by / to a single

circle   C.    Let  a     and  a    be points of 2.   and 22 respectively such that fia A) =

fia2).   Let  A be an arc in  M" from a    to a    not intersecting  S2(f) again.

Triangulate so   S2U), and  A are subcomplexes and / is simplicial.   Then /(A)

is a circle in f(M) C 0.   /(A)  is null homotopic in  0 , and since n >  A, general
o o

position in  0 gives one a disk   D  in  0 not hitting f (M)  except in /(A) = dD.

Now let   W be a 2nd derived neighborhood of D  in  Q2" ~ 1  and let   V =

f-l(W).   Then   V is a 2nd derived neighborhood of A.   Thus   \V~B2n~l,  V oí

B". f\V: V—> W fits the hypothesis of Lemma 3.   Apply the lemma to / | V and

one gets a map  h: V —> W such that  h\dV = f\ dV and f \ M- V and  h on   V de-

fine a new map  (/ U h) on  M  such that the circles  2{  and 22  in  S   (f ) have

been replaced by a single circle of type 1 in  S   (f U h).   Since / and f D h differ
0000 00*

only on   V C M,   f(V) C W and / U h(V) C W, one has  / and f U h  ate homotopic

relative to dM.

Case 2.   Now one must change a component of type 3 in  52(/)  to one of type

one.   But exactly the same procedure used in Case 1 works here.

Now after a finite number of applications of Case 1 and Case 2, one has

altered the map / to a map /' such that S 2(f')  consists of a finite collection of
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circles such that each circle contains two branch points and / is homotopic to

/   relative to dM.    One can use these branch points to join up the circles a pair

at a time until one gets a map g  such that  S Ag) consists of a single circle of

type 1, and g  is homotopic to / relative to dM.

Let 2X   and  22  be a pair of circles in  S Af ),   a.   and  b,   the branch points

of / | 2 .,   a     and  b2 the branch points of /   | 27.   Let  A be an arc from a    to

a    and meeting S Af  ) only in a    and a .

Now as in Case 1, one finds a tegular neighborhood, ff  of /   (A)  and a regular

neighborhood   V of  A such that   V=(f')'1(W).   Note that   V<x B",   VVc-ß2""',

and /   | V is a proper map of  V into  W.    If tz  is even, then the hypotheses of

Lemma 4 are satisfied and one can join up S.   and 22   to have a single circle of

type 1.   If tz  is odd, then since  M  and  Q ate orientable, Lemma 2 guarantees

that each pair of branch points on a circle has opposite signs.   So by renaming

a      and  b7, one can guarantee  a     and a2 have opposite signs.   Again the

hypotheses   of Lemma 4 are satisfied and one can join up 2.   and 22 to make a

single circle.   As in Case 1, the alterations to /   are on the interior of an re-ball
o o

in  M whose image is in the interior of a  (2tz — l)-ball in  Q so the new map at

each stage is homotopic relative to dM to the previous map.

Suppose  M  is a manifold, C is a simple closed curve in  M  and x.   is the

base point of  M.    To say that  C can represent the element p in II. (M; x.) means

there is a map / : [0, l] —> C with  j(0) =    ;'(1)   and  / | (0,  1) a homeomorphism

and a path  y from j(0) to x     such that  [y ° j ° y ~   ], denoted by  y^ (/')  is  p

([ ]  denotes homotopy class).

Lemma 6.   Suppose  M, Q and [ fit the standard hypothesis and C is a com-

ponent of S Af)  of type 1 which represents the element  ab  in  II, (M; x ).    Then

f is homotopic relative to dM to a proper map g: (M, dM)—> (Q, dQ) such that

S2(g) = (S (f)~C) U CjU  C-2 where  Cx  and  C    are of type 1 with  C,  represent-

ing  a and C~  representing  b.

Proof.    Let /' be a paramettization of  C and y a path from  / (0) to x.  such

that  yAl) = ab.    For convenience we assume  x    does not lie on  S   (j) and we

require a little more of the parametrization  /; namely, that  ;'(0) = /(l) 4 (Br(/)

Cl  C) and that /(/(0))= fijiVi)).   It is easy to see such a parametrization exists.

The fact that  [yjy~  ] = ab  means that there exists a path  8 from jCA) to

x0  such that  [8 o (j | [0, V2]) o y - l] = a  and [y o (/ | [V2, l]) o S - x] = b.    Since

re >  4, we can assume  y and  8 ate embedding such that the images of 8 and y

do not intersect  S2(f)-C,   y([0,  l]) Cl C = y (0) = /(0),   S([0,  l]) n  C=z5(0) =

/($$), and  y([0,  l]) n S([0, l]) = y (1) = <5(1) = xQ.   Then the image of 8 " ' ° y

is an arc in  M  from /(0) to jCA).     Letting  <5 and y represent their images in
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M, one has  /(§ ~ ' ° y) is a circle in f(M).   Triangulate so that / is simplicial,

1 - •     °
and S   (f),  8 and y are full subcomplexes.   f(8~    ° y)  bounds a disk D in  Q,

and by shifting to general position relative to dD, we have  D O f(M) = dD =

f(8~l °y)-   Now take second derived neighborhoods  N of  D  in Q ;  N — B2" ~ l.

f "   (zV) = E  is a second derived neighborhood of ¿5 ~    ° y;   F s^B".   Now observe

that / | F: E —» N  fits the hypothesis of Lemma 3.   So let g   : F —> N  be the new

map given by Lemma 3.   Then /,: (M, dM)—> (0, dQ)  defined by

if      on  M- E,

/g      on  F

has new components   C.   and  C2>    But since xQ£ E  and  Ec^B", it is easy to

construct parametrizations  ;'.   and ;'    of  C.   and  C2  and paths  y,   and y2  to

x     so that  y.*(]A = a,   y      (;' ) = b.    Furthermore, since /, | M-E = /, i.e.  / was

changed only on   E C M, and /   (F) and /(F) are contained in  N,   f    is homotopic

to / relative to dM.   See Figure 1.

Lemma 7.    Suppose  M, Q and f satisfy the standard hypothesis; C is a com-

ponent of S7(f) of type 1 which represents the element  ab  in  n. (M; xA  and let

d be an element of tt. (M; xA.    Then f is homotopic relative to dM to a proper map

g: (M, dM) -> (Q, dQ) such that S2(g) = (Sp) - C) u C ' where C ' represents ad ~l bd.

Alternatively, if re  is odd, then g  can be constructed so that  C ' represents  ab ~   .

Proof. First apply Lemma 6 to f and the component C to get a new map /.

such that S2(7l^ = (S2if)-C) U Cj U C2 where Cx represents a and C2 repre-

sents b. (See Figure 1.) The argument now divides into two cases—re odd and

re  arbitrary.

Suppose  re  is odd.   Following  the notation of Lemma 6, one can apply Lemma

4 to /¡| F to join   C.   and   C2  back up by joining e,   to  e     and  e     to  e       This

is possible because when n is odd, sign b. = - (sign b A and Lemma 4 can be

applied to /   | E  to join up in any one of the two possible ways [l].   Let g" de-

note the map on  F  given by Lemma 4 and define as before

\fx     on  M - E,

{g      on  F.

One has that  S 2(g) = (S 2(j) - C) U C ' where  C'  now can represent  ab~l.

In the case that  re  is even the situation with Lemma 4 is different and this

leads to a different conclusion.  When one considers  fx \ E  and prepares to apply

Lemma 4, it is impossible to join back up except in the way   C was divided by

applying Lemma 6.   However, one can do the following whether re  is even or odd:

Let  y2   be a path from  b2  to xQ  such that  yA(f2) = d~]bd.   (See [7].)
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Now arrange the setting to look like Figure 1 with  y     replacing  y .   Let  F ' and

N    denote second derived neighborhoods of y, u  y2'   and f(y, U  y'A, respectively,

such that /   | E   : F    —> N    is a proper map.   One now applies Lemma 4 to /   | F '

to get a new map g"' , knowing that   Cj   is joined up with  e2  and  e '   with  el   in

S 2 (g     )  since the sign relationships between

alteted by the new path  y-, .   Define

j,     2,
and  e     have not been

Let   C    denote the component of S2(g) that replaces   C. U   Cv   The only ques-

tion left is can   C' represent ad~ ' bd.    The choice of y '   and the fact that  e

is joined up with  <?2  and  ex   with  e2'   guarantee that   C' can represent  ad~xbd

in  TI x (zVf; xQ).

Yl

Figure 1

II.   The standard hypothesis for §11 is the same as the standard hypothesis

for §1 with one additional assumption.   It is necessary to assume that a map /:

(M, dM) —* (0, dQ)  satisfying the standard hypothesis for §1 also has the property

that  /^ : TI2(M) —» ü2(0)  is onto.   This assumption about  /^  is the minimal sub-

stitute for the assumption that  ILiO) = 0 (See [l]).

Lemma 8.   Suppose  M, Q and f satisfy the standard hypothesis and further

that  S2if)  consists of a single component of type 1.    Then if S2(f) can represent

0  z'tz  n,(zM; xn),  / is homotopic to an embedding.

Proof.   If  S   (/) can represent  0 in  EL (M; xQ) then since  re >  4, there is an

embedding  h of the two-dimensional ball  ß2  into  M  suchthat, if  D  denotes the

image of  ß2, dD = S2(f), and xQ £ D.    Now  [/ o h]  is an element of 11,(0, fix A).

Suppose  [f ° h] = 0.   Then one may find an embedding  k of the three-dimensional

ball  ß3   into  Q  such that, if F  denotes the image of ß3, dE = f(D) = (/ ° h) (B2).
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Now shift F into general position with respect to f(M) keeping dE = f(D) fixed

and one has  (int F) O f (M)  a finite set of points when  « = 4 and empty if re > 4.

When n > A one finishes the construction in the usual way by letting  N be a sec-

ond derived neighborhood of E in Q.   N^B2n ~x  and f~l(N)=P is a second

derived neighborhood of  D  in  M; hence, P » Bn  and  f\P:   P —> N is a proper map

such that f\dP is an embedding.   Extend f\ dP conewise to embed   P  in  N and

one gets the required embedding of  M in  Q.

The case  tz = 4 requires further work.   The technique is analogous to that

used in Lemma 58 of [8], but is included for completeness.   Let   K denote the

complex  /(AI).   Let  2CK denote  /(D);  2  is homeomorphic to dB  .   Let  K'  de-

note the complex  KuS    constructed by attaching  B    to  K by sewing its bound-

ary to    2 C K   using the map k |<9B3  defined previously.   The essential question

is can one extend the inclusion  z : K —> Q to an embedding  0 : K   —> Q ?

Define  0 ' : K ' —> Q as follows:   0 ' | K = i and 0 | B   = k.   Since B    is

attached to  K via  k\dB  ,   0 ' is a continuous map of  K ' into  Q,   cf> ' \ K and

0 ' | B     are each embeddings and  S,(c/>')  consists of a finite set of pairs of

points, with one point of each pair in  0'(K)  and one point in  0 ' (int B  ).   Now

join each point of S   (0 ') n  K to a point  p  of 2-fSf by arcs whose interiors

are mutually disjoint and which intersect 2 only in p.    Likewise join each point

of S   (ci)') n  B     to the point  p of 2-fS   f by arcs whose interiors are mutually

disjoint and which intersect 2  only in  p.    One has then embedded the cone over

SAq) ), denoted   C., into  K .   0   (CA is a collection of simple closed curves

in  Q meeting in the point  0   (p).   Since  Q is simply connected, one can map in

the cone over  0  (CA, denoted    C,, and since  dim Q = 7,  C,  can be embedded

and can be made, to intersect  0    ÍK ' ) only in the base of C     namely  0 ' (C.).

A derived neighborhood  N of  C,  is a seven ball since   C,  is collapsible and its

inverse image under a simplicial map is a derived neighborhood  P  of  C    which

is not a four ball but is a cone.    P  is homeomorphic to the union of a 4-ball  B.

and a 3-ball  B2  where a face of dB 2  is attached to an unknotted, properly em-

bedded 2-ball in  B ..   When one observes that  0    restricted to base of  Pis an

embedding into dN, the usual alteration to  0 ' | P  gives one a new map  0 of  K '

which is an embedding.   Proceed now as in the case  re > 4.

One  would be through with the proof of Lemma 8 but for the fact that  I12(0)

is not assumed to be zero; hence, it is possible that for an arbitrary choice of the

embedding h,   [f °. h]  may not be   0 in  Il2(<2; fixQ)).   However, one can use the

assumption that f^: U2ÍM; x A —» Yl2(Q; f (xQ))  is onto to insure that the map h

is chosen so that  [/ ° A] - 0.    For suppose  h ' is chosen arbitrarily and [f ° h'] /

0.   Since /^   is onto, there is a map  k of B     into  M taking  r3ß2  to  X    such that

/*U] = -[f °h'].   Now
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[f°k]+ [/° A'] = /*[*]+ [f=h']=-[f°h']+ [/°h']=0.

But through standard homotopy arguments  one  uses   h    and  k  to define a map

h" of B     into  M that equals  ¿> ' on  dB2  and such that [f ° h"] = [f ° h'] + [f ° k]

a 0.  h '   serves the purpose of h.

Remark.   With each proper PL general position map /: (M", dM") —> (Q ,

dQ)  such that / | dM is an embedding and re  is odd, Hudson described in [2] an

element  a(f) in  H.(M"; Z A defined by constructing 1-chains using the one-di-

mensional simplexes of the singular set of /.

It is shown that  a(f) is independent of the homotopy class of /.    When re  is

even and  M  and  0  are orientable,  reference is made to using the same technique

to construct an element ß(f) in  H, (AI; Z).   In [3] one finds the lemmas needed to

establish the existence of ß(f) and its invariance under homotopy.    Furthermore,

assuming that f (M) meets itself transversely along f(S?(f)), it follows that the

coefficients of 1-simplexes in the natural representative of either  ct(/) or ßif)

are  + 1.

Theorem  1.    Suppose  M, Q and f satisfy the standard hypothesis.    Then f

is homotopic relf9AI  to an embedding if and only if

(a) ex (/ ) = 0  if n  is odd, or

(b) ß(f) = 0  if n  is even.

Proof.    The necessity is obvious so we proceed with the sufficiency.   In

view of Lemma 5 and the fact that  ß(f) and  a(f) are independent of the homo-

topy class of /, one may assume without loss of generality that  S,(/) consists

of a single component  C  of type 1.   The proof is now divided into two cases:

(a)   re  even; (b) re  odd.

Case (a).   Suppose  re  is even.   Then let  x„ e C  and let  H:  II, (AI; xQ) —»

HX(M; xq) be the Hurewicz homomorphism.   Then the kernel of  H is the commu-

tator subgroup of  rij (A!; x'Q ).   There exists a map / : ([0,  l], ¡0,  1}) —» (C, x'Q )

such that if [/]  denotes the homotopy class of the map /', based at x ' ,  H ([/']) =

ßif).   Since the coefficients of ß(f) are + 1, we can choose  /' to take  (0, 1)

homeomorphically onto  C-\x   \.   That is, C represents an element of the commu-

tator subgroup of 77. (M, x„ ).   In order to make the construction easier, it is best

to now shift the base point away from  C.    Let x   £ (M- C).   Then by a choice

of path  y ftom  x     to x     one gets an induced isomorphism  y^ : II. (A!; x   ) —>

II, (Ai; x A.   Then  y^L/]   is in the commutator subgroup of II. (A!; x A.   Thus,

y*D'] = V, • V- " • • •   "   V    where for each   1 < i < t,  V . = a .b .a'1 b~A ,   a ., b .
'*' 12 t --lililí        i

in  il,(A1; x A.   Suppose  ' = 1.   Then  y^ij) = iab) (a ~   b~   ).   As one might ex-

pect, Lemma 7 is going to be used, and the illustration accompanying this lemma

will be helpful in following the argument.   Apply Lemma 7 to  (ab) (a~   b~   ) with
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d = b  and / is homotopic  teldM to a map g  with  S2 (g) = (52 (f)-C) U C    =  C

and  C ' represents  (flè) (tr- ') (a~ lb~ l)b = 0.   Now g, AI, and Q fit the hypothe-

sis for Lemma 8 and g  is homotopic  rel<9M to an embedding.

If t > 1, first apply Lemma 6 0-1) times to homotope  / teldM to a map fx

with S2(fx) = CjU  C2U  • • •   U C    where  C. represents   VÇ for   1 < z < z".    Now

one simply observes that one can petform the preceding operation on each  C.,

1 < i < t, independently and after performing the operation on all the   V.'s, one

gets a map g  homotopic rel;9Al  to / such that g, M and Q  fit the hypothesis of

Lemma 8.   Thus g  is homotopic teldM to an embedding.

Case (b).   Suppose the same setting as in case a  and that n is odd.   The

universal coefficient theorem gives  ff. (Al; ZA~ HAM; Z) ® Z2.   Consider the

sequence

IIjíJW; x'0) —^ HX(M; x'0; Z) —^ HxiM; x'Q; Z2)

where  H denotes the Hurewicz map and  T the map induced by tensoring with  Z 2-

Let  /': ([0,  1], ¡0,  l!)^(C, x¡)bea map such that  (T off) ([/]) = â = 0.   If

H([j"\) = 0,  [;']  is in the commutator subgroup of IL (AI; x   ) and one has the same

situation as in Case (a) and one gets the theorem.   If  H([j]) / 0, then  H([/'])  is

in the kernel of  T and one has   H ([/']) = y     for some  y in  ff. (AI; xQ; Z).  Let  k

be a map of ([0, 1], ¡0, l!)  into  (Al, x'Q) such that  H([k]) = y.   Then  H([k]2) =

y   = H ([/']).    Thus there is an element  A in the commutatot subgroup of II. (Al; x.')

such that  A • [k]    = [/'].   Now one applies Lemma 6 to / to get a new map /,

homotopic to / teldM such that  S2 (/j) = C. U   C2  where  C    can represent  A

and  C2  can represent  [k]  .   Now apply the appropriate part of Lemma 7 to both

A  and   [k]    and   one   gets   a new map g, homotopic to /, teldM  such that g,   M

and  0 fit the hypothesis of Lemma 8.   So g  is homotopic  teldM toan embedding,

hence / is.

Corollary 1.   Suppose f : (Al", dM) —AQ2" " l, dQ) is a proper PL map with

f\dM an embedding, M"  is compact, orientable, connected with n > A, and 0  is

orientable and 2-connected.    If re  is odd and H   (M; ZA = 0 then f is homotopic

to an embedding and, if n  is even and H AM; Z) = 0, then f is homotopic to an

embedding.

Proof.   Since  Q  " ~     is 2-connected, /, AI, Q fit the standard hypothesis of

§11.   In particular /„. : II. (Al) —* II - (Q)  is onto for  z = 1, 2.   But the groups con-

taining  a(f) or ß(f) are both zero.   Theorem 1 now applies.

Remark.    Since every closed orientable, PL re-manifold  M" can be embedded

in  F2" - 1  or in  S2" ~ '   [6], it follows that if / is a PL map of M  into  S2" ~ l,
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a(f) = 0 if re  is odd and  ß(f) = 0 if re  is even.   This fact is used to prove the

following theorem.

Theorem 2.    Suppose  M"  is a compact, connected, orientable,  PL n-manifold,

dM/ 0 and re >  4, and f: (Al", dM") -*(B2"-1, dB2"~l) is a proper PL map

with f\dM" an embedding.    If  i^.: H x(dM) —* H X(M)  is the zero map using  Z

coefficients when n is even and Z,  coefficients when  n   is odd, then f\ dM ex-

tends to an embedding.

Proof.    Let  AL   and  M,  denote two copies of the manifold M.    Let /: (Al, dM)

—>(B2" ~   , dB ) be a general position map, with f\dM  an embedding.   Let

DM denote the double of Al, i.e. the closed manifold that results from sewing  Al,

and  Al    together along the boundary by the identity map.   Let  F: DAI —* S  " ~

denote the mapping of  DAI  into  S  " ~     that comes from doubling the map /, i.e.

use  / to embed  AL   into     B2" ~   , one copy of the standard (2tz— 1) ball, and  M

into  B"~, a second copy of  B .   Then  F results from sewing  B.   and B2

together by the identity map.   DAI  is orientable and S-(F) will just be two copies

of S2(f).   Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the pair  (M., AL) and the fact

that   z'^: Hx(dM; Z)—> HX(M; Z) is the zero map gives that

(;'* ©£*): HX(MX; Z) ®HxiM2; Z) — HXÍDM; Z)

is injective; j and k denoting the inclusions into  DM of Al.   and  Al,  respectively.

ßiF)= Uißif)) ©  KißifA-   By L6], ¡8(F)  must be zero, and since  /„, © k^  is

injective, ß(j) must be zero.   By Theorem 1, / is homotopic to an embedding.

For the case where  re  is odd, the universal coefficient theorem together with

the fact that   i^: H   (dM; ZA —> H. (AI; ZA is the zero map implies that the map

(/* ©¿*): HX(MX; Z2) © HX(M2;£2) -» HX(DM; Z-,)

is injective, so as before the fact that  ä~ (F ) must be zero gives  ä~(f) must be

zero and the map extends to an embedding.
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